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Summary

The concentration of measure phenomenon is widely used in asymptotic geometric analysis, discrete mathematics and
computer science. We introduce concentration and consider applications, such as embedding Euclidean spaces in
normed spaces, or representing finite normed spaces in Euclidean space.

Content

We start with basics of the theory of normed spaces, including the Banach-Mazur distance.
Then, we introduce John's ellipsoid, a fundamental tool in approximation arguments.
The concentration of measure phenomenon will be demonstrated on the sphere.
We present Milman's proof of Dvoretzky's theorem on O(log d)-dimensional Euclidean subspaces of d-dimensional
normed spaces. This instructive proof demonstrates the power of the concentration phenomenon in the study of
convexity and combines several geometric and probabilistic arguments.
We then show the Johnson-Lindenstrauss flattening lemma and Bourgain's theorem on embeddings into Euclidean
spaces.
If time permits, lower bounds on the dimension of the ambient space will also be presented.

Keywords
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Learning Prerequisites

Required courses
The course is self-contained, but prior knowledge of basic probability is an asset.

Learning Outcomes

By the end of the course, the student must be able to:

• use measure concentration phenomenon in probabilistic arguments, have an intuition of high dimensional convex
bodies, and norms in finite dimenional real spaces.
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